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I'm Dreaming of a Dead City

Dreaming of a dead city where deep ones swim in depths of night.

Where Cthulhu's sleeping while stars go creeping until the time when they are right.

I'm dreaming of a dead city with angles Euclid wouldn't know.

That was
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Built strange eons ago and will soon come up from down below.

I'm dreaming of a dead city where deep ones swim in depths of night.

Sleeping while stars go creeping until the time when they are sleeping while stars go creeping until the time when they are sleeping while stars go creeping until the time when they are sleeping while stars go creeping until the time when they are sleeping while stars go creeping until the time when they are
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Right. I'm dreaming of a dark future ruled by that three-lobed burning eye.

When the old ones coming is nigh you will find that death itself may die.

And you find that death itself may die.